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ABSTRACT. The occurrence problem for the mapping class group M(g, 0) of

the closed orientable surface of genus g is shown to be solvable for g = 1 and

unsolvable for g > 1.

The occurrence problem for a finitely presented group G is the problem of de-

ciding, given w, ui,..., un eG (written as words in the generators of G), whether

we («i,... ,un), the subgroup of G generated by Ui,... ,un. Since the occurrence

problem has the word problem as a special case (to decide whether w = 1, ask

whether w e (1)), it is also known as the generalized word problem. The latter

term is due to Magnus, who solved the problem for one-relator groups in [6].

Mikhailova [9] showed that the occurrence problem is unsolvable for F2 x F2,

the direct product of two copies of the free group F2 of rank 2. Using this result,

Makanina [8] showed that the occurrence problem is also unsolvable for the n-

string braid groups Bn when n > 5. Since braid groups are related to mapping

class groups, one might expect a similar result for mapping class groups. The

present paper confirms this, showing that the occurrence problem is unsolvable for

M(g,0), the mapping class group of the closed orientable surface of genus g, when

g > 2. As far as I know, this is the first appearance of unsolvability in surface

topology (the conjugacy problem for mapping class groups was solved by Hemion

[2])-
To show that the value of g is best possible, we also show

THEOREM l. The occurrence problem is solvable for M (1,0), the mapping class

group of the torus.

What makes M (1,0) special is the fact that it has a certain quotient group

for which the solution of the occurrence problem is already known, from [1 or

10]. Following a suggestion of the referee, I shall first show how solvability of the

occurrence problem for a group G follows from solvability of the occurrence problem

for a quotient G/N in fairly general circumstances.

In order to have a precise setting in which to employ algorithms, let us assume

that the generators of G/N are written as barred letters x, where the letters x are

the generators in a fixed finite presentation of G. This implies, in particular, that we

can go effectively from a word w = x\x2- ■ -xn for an element of G/N to a preimage

w = x\x2 ■ ■ ■ xn in G, simply by erasing the bars. An instance of the occurrence

problem for G/N is a question whether w e (Sj,...,ün), where w,üi,...,ün are
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words in the letters x. A solution of the occurrence problem for G/N is then

an algorithm which processes any such words «j,äi,... ,ûn and correctly answers

whether w E (üi,..., ün). With this understanding of the problem and what its

solvability means we assume

(1) The occurrence problem for G/N is solvable.

A natural complement to this assumption is

(2) The occurrence problem for G is solvable when restricted to instances v e

(til,..., un) with v e N.

LEMMA.   Under conditions (1) and (2), the occurrence problem for G is solvable.

PROOF. Given an instance "w e («i,... ,wn}?" of the occurrence problem for

G, we first use the solution of the occurrence problem for G/N to decide whether

tö € (öi,...,ün). If this is not the case, then of course w £ (u%,...,un).

If, on the other hand, w e (öi,...,än), then we can find a specific word

üi, ■ ■ ■ üik equal to w by enumerating all such words, and for each one testing

whether mt ■ ■ -üik ■ ü)_1 € (1) until we get the answer yes, again using the solu-

tion of the occurrence problem for G/N. Having found ü¿, • ■ • üik, we compute the

preimages wtl,..., «¿t, w in G of «¿j,... , ü,fc, w, and consider the element

Ui, ■ ■ -Uikw~l = v e N.

Obviously, v e (ui,... ,un) => w G («i,... ,un) and conversely v £ («i,... ,un) =>

w.= v~1Ui1 ■ ■ ■ Uik if. (ui,..., un). Hence w e (iti, ...,«„) o v e (ui,... ,un) and

we can decide the latter question by assumption (2).    D

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It is a classical result that M(1,0) = SL(2, Z).

A matrix (™") € SL(2,Z) faithfully represents the class of the torus mapping

which sends the usual latitude curve a and meridian curve b to ma + nb and pa +

qb respectively. We write (homotopy classes of) curves additively here since the

fundamental group of the torus is abelian. Conversely, all orientation-preserving

torus mappings, whose classes comprise M(1,0) by definition, are represented by

matrices in SL(2, Z) (Tietze [12, p. 89]).

It is also known (see e.g. [7, p. 47]) that SL(2, Z) can be generated by the matrices

-0   "o')   ̂   «■-(-*.  Î)
and that the following relations between S and T define SL(2, Z) abstractly:

S3T2 = T4 as 1.

If W is any element of SL(2, Z) and if —W denotes the negative of W (as a matrix),

then the cosets W = {±W} are the elements of the quotient group

PSL(2,Z) = SL(2,Z)/{±/},
_o _O

where J is the identity matrix. Since S3 = T2 = —I, we get S = T =1, and

these are in fact the defining relations of PSL(2, Z), first found by Klein and Fricke

[3, p. 454].
_ _3

These relations show that PSL(2, Z) is the free product of Z3 — (S;S   = 1) and
_ _2

Z2 — (T;T =1), and Mikhailova [10] and Boydron [1] give algorithms for the

occurrence problem in such free products.  Thus Theorem 1 will follow from the
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Lemma if we can show that assumption (2) holds for the subgroup N = {±7} of

SL(2, Z). This amounts to finding an algorithm which decides, given «i,...,u„ e

SL(2, Z) (written as words in S,T), whether

-Ie (uu...,un).

Finding this algorithm is the hard part of the proof, and it seems to depend heavily

on the free product structure of PSL(2, Z).

In processing u\,... ,un we are guided by the behavior of their cosets öi,..., un

in PSL(2,Z). Since PSL(2, Z) ~ Z3 * Z2, the theorem of Kurosh [4] says that

the subgroup (fij,,... ,un) is the free product of a free group F and conjugates of

the subgroups Z3 and Z2 generated by S and T (since the latter have no proper

nontrivial subgroups). Lyndon [5] gives an algorithm for converting {üi,...,ün}

to a basis {«*,...,u^} which reflects the free product structure of («i,...,ön).

That is, «*„,... ,w^j consists of free generators of F, together with generators of

the other free factors of {«1,..., ün). The latter generators are therefore conjugates

of S or T.

Lyndon's algorithm is a sequence of Nielsen transformations, hence the same

sequence of transformations, applied to {ui,...,um}, will also give a generating

set for (iii,..., un). The only point to bear in mind is that transformations which

yield 1 as a generator in (öi,..., ün) may yield —I in («i,..., un). The 1 will of

course be omitted from the basis of (üi,...,ün), whereas —I must not be omitted

from the generating set for (i¿i,..., un). However, if —7 arises in this way (as we can

recognize by multiplying out the matrices which S, T denote) we know immediately

that —7 e (ui,... ,un), and there is no need to continue with construction of

{u*,..., u£j}. If it does not arise, then Lyndon's algorithm on {uj,..., un} yields a

generating set {u*,..., u^} of (iii,..., un) corresponding to the free product basis

{u*,...,v*¿} of («!,...,«„>.

Now if — 7 e («i,..., un) we have an equation

(i) -I = «•••<,

which implies

Since the u* form of a free product basis, the normal form theorem for elements of

free products [7, p. 182] implies that the right-hand side of (i) contains a subword

of the form either

(a) u* u*     , or

(b) (ñ*)3 where u* = AS A     , or

(c) (u~*)2 where ^ = BTB~\

Consequently, the right-hand side of (i) contains a subword of the form either

(a) u*u*~\ or

(b) (u*)3 where u* = ASA-1, or

(c) (u*)2 where u* = BTB-1.

By cancellation of any adjacent inverses (a), we see that (i) is only possible if the

generating set {tt*,..., u*m} contains either an ASA-1 or a BTB-1. Conversely, if

such an element is present, then an equation (i) holds, since

(ASA-1)3 = (BTB'1)2 = -I.
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Figure i

To sum up,

-I € (ui,...,un) <$  an element ASA-1 or BTB"1 e {«*,... ,u*m}

«■  an element AS A"   or BTB~   G {«*",... ,w^}.

Since we have an algorithm for producing {u*,.. .,«£,}, and we can decide whether

any u* is equal to an element ASA or BTB by the algorithm for the conju-

gacy problem in free products [7, p. 188], we have an algorithm for deciding whether

—7 e (ui,... ,un), as required.    D

The unsolvability result for g > 1 which follows uses the topological interpreta-

tion of mapping classes, rather than a particular presentation of M(g, 0). Thus it is

necessary to mention that finite presentations of M(g,0) are known. The simplest

published so far is in Wajnryb [13], and Wajnryb's generators in fact include the

twist mappings used below.

THEOREM 2.   The occurrence problem for M(g,0) is unsolvable when g > 1.

PROOF. Our method of proof is to show that M(g, 0) contains F2 x F2 as a sub-

group H when g > 1. Then there cannot be an algorithm for deciding occurrences

of w in the subgroup of M(g, 0) generated by ui,..., un, otherwise we could apply

it to any w,ti\,...,un e H to solve the occurrence problem for F2 x F2, contrary

to Mikhailova [9].

We can find two copies of F2 in M(g,0) as follows. Take two distinct handles

of the orientable surface Sg of genus g > 1 and consider the curves a%, 6, in each

handle as shown in Figure 1. Let G, be the subgroup of M(g, 0) generated by twist

mappings along al,bl. Thus each element of G¿ can be represented by a mapping

which is the identity outside a union Nt of annular neighborhoods of a¿,6¿. By

choosing these neighborhoods to be sufficiently thin, we can ensure that N\ is

disjoint from N2, as shown in Figure 1. Our representatives of G\ then commute

with our representatives of G2. Consequently, each element of G\ commutes with

each element of G2, and the subgroup of M(g,0) generated by G\ and G2 is just

Gi xG2.
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To find an F2 x F2 in M(g, 0) it therefore suffices to find an 72 in each G¿. Gi

and G2 are obviously isomorphic so we need look only at G\. Now the twists tai

and tb¡ along a\ and 61 induce automorphisms of the homology group H\(Sg) of

Sg which can be faithfully represented by the matrices ( \ ° ) and ( ¿ \ ). Namely,

ta¡ sends ai to a\, 61 to a\ + 61, and íj, sends ai to ai +61, b\ to &i, writing

(homology classes of) curves additively; both are the identity on the remaining

generators a¿,6, of Hi(Sg). It follows that the subgroup of Gi generated by t2t

and t2   has a homomorphic image generated by

(Î    Î)   "(i    î)     and     (J    Î)   ={l    lj'
However, the latter matrices are known to generate a free group, F2 (this was

essentially known to Klein and Fricke [3, p. 276], and an algebraic proof may be

found in [7, p. 101]). Consequently t2 and t\ generate an F2 in Gi, as required. D

The referee has pointed out that an F2 x F2 in M(g, 0), g > 2, may also be found

using known group-theoretic results. This arises from the identification of M(g, 0)

with the outer automorphism group of

Ki(sg) = (ai,bx,... ,ag,bg;a1biaï1bî1 ■ ■ ■agbga'g'1bg1 = 1),

established in Nielsen [11].

First consider the full automorphism group Aut(7T1(55,)) and, for each i, its

subgroup Ai which maps the subgroup (ai,bi) of Ki(Sg) onto itself and fixes each

Oj and bj for j ^ *. Any two such Ai, say A\ and A2, obviously generate their own

direct product in Aut(7Ti(S9)). That is, if cx\ e Ai and a2 e A2 then 0:10:2 = a2a\.

It follows fairly easily that in the quotient M(g, 0) = Aut(7ri(S'9))/Inn, where Inn

is the group of inner automorphisms, the corresponding groups Gi = A\ Inn/Inn,

G2 = ^2 Inn/Inn also generate their own product. This pair G\,G2 is the same

as the pair defined topologically in Theorem 2.

It now remains to show, using the algebraic definition, that each G¿ contains

an F2. One can either use theorems of Nielsen which show Ai Inn / Inn ~ SL(2, Z)

or else observe the action of G¿ on H\(Sg), which is the same as that of Ai, since

inner automorphisms of fti(Sg) act trivially on its abelianization Hi(Sg). It is clear

algebraically, even more so than topologically, that the induced automorphisms of

Hi (Sg) include those represented by the matrices ( J l ) and (¿ î )■ Thus with either

approach one obtains an F2 from the matrices (^J) and ( ¿ 2 ).
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